Abstract-This paper addresses the out-of-sequence measurement (OOSM) problem for mixed linear/nonlinear state-space models, which is a class of nonlinear models with a tractable, conditionally linear substructure. We develop two novel algorithms that utilize the linear substructure. The first algorithm effectively employs the Rao-Blackwellized particle filtering framework for updating with the OOSMs, and is based on storing only a subset of the particles and their weights over an arbitrary, predefined interval. The second algorithm adapts a backward simulation approach to update with the delayed (out-of-sequence) measurements, resulting in superior tracking performance. Extensive simulation studies show the efficacy of our approaches in terms of computation time and tracking performance. Both algorithms yield estimation improvements when compared with recent particle filter algorithms for OOSM processing; in the considered examples they achieve up to 10% enhancements in estimation accuracy. In some cases, the proposed algorithms even deliver accuracy that is similar to the lower performance bounds. Because the considered setup is common in various estimation scenarios, the developed algorithms enable improvements in different types of filtering applications.
important for giving spatial information. When cameras are used, the processing times of the vision algorithms often cause OOSMs, see [2] [3] [4] . Two papers that treat OOSM algorithms in mobile robotics are [5] , [6] , and [7] discusses OOSMs in passive target tracking in sensor networks. Neglecting the time delays of the measurements seems to be a common choice [8] , but this means discarding information and may lead to inferior tracking performance. However, to make efficient use of the OOSMs in nonlinear tracking systems can be challenging.
This paper addresses the OOSM problem for a class of conditionally linear Gaussian state-space (CLGSS) models, known as mixed linear/nonlinear state-space models. In CLGSS models a linear Gaussian substructure is present. Hence, it is possible to use the Rao-Blackwellized particle filter (RBPF) for improved forward-filtering performance compared with the standard particle filter (PF) [9] . Mixed linear/nonlinear state-space models are common in, for example, target tracking, positioning, and navigation [9] , [10] . Two occurences are when the system equations are almost linear and/or the measurement equations are highly nonlinear, see [11] , [12] for examples.
Previous work has provided the exact Bayesian inference solution and its particle-filter implementation to the OOSM problem, see [13] . The major contributions of this paper are the Bayesian formulation when utilizing substructure in nonlinear state-space models and two RBPF solutions to the OOSM problem. In particular, by exploiting the conditionally linear Gaussian substructure present in the model class, we are able to provide improved tracking performance and favorable computational demands compared with current state-of-the-art OOSM algorithms. We present two alternative approaches. The first algorithm (SERBPF) can be regarded as a generalization of the storage-efficient particle filters reported in [14] , with the derivations adapted to the mixed linear/nonlinear setting. Except for the measurements, the approach only stores a subset of the particles over a predefined time interval. These particles are then used in an additional forward filter to associate the current estimates with the OOSMs. Because of its computational simplicity, it is well suited for real-time applications. The second algorithm (RBOOSMBS) instead adapts a backward-simulation approach for the association task. This implies that when the number of particles and smoothing trajectories are sufficiently large, RBOOSMBS achieves close to optimal tracking performance at the OOSM arrival times.
A. Relations to Previous Work and Outline
An earlier version of parts of this work has been presented in [15] . This paper presents several extensions. Specifically, we allow for cross-correlation between the process noise acting on the linear states and the process noise acting on the nonlinear states, improve RBOOSMBS in terms of computational complexity, and present a more complete and careful derivation of both algorithms. Moreover, the results contain a third benchmark example in addition to an extensive evaluation and in-depth analysis of all the obtained results.
Section II contains an overview of related work, whereas Section III provides the problem statement and the notation. Section IV briefly describes particle filters and smoothers, both with and without utilizing substructure. We present the two proposed algorithms in Section V and assess their performance on three examples in Section VI. Section VII contains a discussion of the results and the applicability of the algorithms. Finally, we summarize and conclude the paper in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
How to incorporate OOSMs for linear-Gaussian systems has been thoroughly investigated during past decades. See [16] for an overview of initial work spanning to the late 1990's. Two suboptimal algorithms are given in [17] , [18] . An algorithm that is optimal in the mean-square sense is found in [19] . However, the OOSM in [19] is assumed to be delayed less than one sample (the 1-step lag problem). Several solutions to the general -step lag OOSM problem have been derived, see [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The differences between the papers are mainly the employed approaches and whether the OOSMs arrive one by one or are interleaved with other OOSMs.
Different algorithms for processing OOSMs using particle filters have been proposed. An approach where the measurement equation is allowed to be nonlinear was outlined in [25] , [26] . The particle weights are first updated without the OOSM. They are then modified utilizing the OOSM in a Markov chain Monte Carlo smoothing step to overcome the problem of degeneracy in the particle filter. This approach stores the particles for the last time steps, where is the predetermined maximum delay. Unfortunately, it also needs a linear state-transition model. Moreover, to retrodict (predict backwards) the state vector to the OOSM time, [27] assumes an invertible state-transition matrix. The storage-efficient particle filter (SEPF), which handles nonlinear state-space models assuming white, Gaussian noise, was presented in [14] . SEPF is computationally fast and memory efficient, because it only stores and processes means and covariances through an extended Kalman smoother to update with the OOSMs. However, SEPF's performance sometimes suffers when the OOSMs introduce a large change in the estimated filtering distribution. In [28] , the approach in [14] was extended with an approximate method for separating between informative and uninformative OOSMs, and this was further elaborated in [29] with an optimization-based algorithm. In [30] , the algorithms from [14] and [23] were fused to enhance performance and further reduce storage requirements. An exact Bayesian solution and its corresponding particle-filter implementation, denoted A-PF, were derived in [13] for nonlinear models with white noise. One drawback with A-PF is that it is computationally expensive; for OOSMs that have larger delays than one sample, its complexity is .
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Throughout, denotes the conditional probability density function of the variable at time conditioned on the variable from time to time . We assume that the state vector can be partitioned into a linear part and a Fig. 1 . An illustration of the -step lag OOSM problem, where the circles denote OOSMs and squares refer to the in-sequence measurements. Measurements have arrived and been used in the estimation process to calculate . Then, an OOSM arising from time arrives at time , and is subsequently utilized to calculate an updated . nonlinear part as . Given mean vector and covariance matrix , and stand for the Gaussian distribution and probability density function, respectively. The considered models are on the form
where the process noise and the measurement noise are mutually independent, white, and Gaussian distributed according to (2) and , with and invertible. Further, , , , the system matrices , ,
, and the covariance matrices all have a, possibly nonlinear, dependence on . In the following, means for any of these. Note that (1a) is linear (affine) given . For the OOSM filtering task, denotes the set of in-sequence measurements generated in the interval . The symbol indicates the set of OOSMs generated in the interval available at time index . Moreover, represents the set . We discard measurements delayed more than time steps, with predefined, and assume that all sensors give detection of the correct targets each time. Hence, data association and clutter are beyond the scope of this paper [8] , [31] . Further, is the linear state estimate given the trajectory and measurements , and is its associated covariance.
Suppose that an estimate of the filtering posterior exists at time , where is conditioned on . Assume that an OOSM with timestamp arrives, see Fig. 1 . The Rao-Blackwellized OOSM filtering task is to update the particle weights and linear estimates at time with , that is, to obtain .
IV. BACKGROUND
This section briefly discusses particle filtering and smoothing, both for pure nonlinear and mixed linear/nonlinear state-space models. First, consider a standard Markov-process with the dynamics and measurement equation as (3) where and in general are nonlinear functions and , have known densities.
A. Particle Filtering
The Bayesian approach to filtering is to compute the posterior density . When (3) is linear with Gaussian noise, the solution is analytic and given by the Kalman filter [32] . Most often, however, numerical approximations are required. Particle filters are sequential Monte-Carlo methods that represent the posterior density with a set of weighted particles [33] [34] [35] [36] . Each particle represents a state trajectory , which results in the approximation (4) Here, is the Dirac delta function and is the associated weight for the th particle given the measurements . The particle weights are typically updated as . An approximation to the marginal (filtering) density is given by discarding , yielding . To avoid having a significant dependence on a few particles with large weights (i.e., particle depletion), a crucial resampling step is carried out, which provides an equally-weighted distribution.
To decrease the number of particles and the variance of the estimates, it is advantageous to exploit model structure. This is the idea behind Rao-Blackwellization, where the subset of the state space that allows for analytic expressions is marginalized out. The sampled state space is then smaller and it is therefore possible to use fewer particles [34] . If (3) has the same structure as (1), a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter (RBPF) can be used [9] . The enabler for this is the key factorization
The second distribution in (5) is approximated by the particle filter. Given the nonlinear state trajectory, the first part in (5) is linear Gaussian. Thus, it can be estimated with constrained Kalman filters, one for each particle. The main difference compared with the standard Kalman filter consists of performing an extra measurement update using . This implies that (6) By combining (4) and (6) , an approximation to (5) is given by the Gaussian mixture (7) where the weight update resembles that of the standard particle filter. The filtering posterior can be found by marginalization of (7).
B. Particle Smoothing
Particle smoothers are used to form approximate solutions to the smoothing density . The marginal and fixed-interval smoothing densities can be found by marginalization. Particle filters (4) can also be used as an approximation to the smoothing density [37] . However, because of the inherent depletion problem in PFs, this estimate is often degenerate for large time lags. Hence, particle smoothing is frequently approached with other algorithms, such as the forward filter/backward simulator (FFBS) [38] . The FFBS utilizes the sequential factorization (8) Starting by sampling a state from the filtering approximation at time index , the Markov property (9) is utilized to form the approximation where . Iterating backward, is generated by sampling from the filtering distribution at time index with probability . This recursion is performed until is reached, whereby an approximation to (8) can be created. For a more diverse approximation, the algorithm is repeated times to yield (10) In Rao-Blackwellized particle smoothing (RBPS) [39] , the density , , is approximated by (11) Conditionally linear state-space models such as (1) do not have the Markov property (9). Whole trajectories must therefore be sampled from the RBPF, to preserve Gaussianity. To compute (11), the RBPS draws one of the RBPF particles with probability , and by discarding the trajectory is appended, yielding . This procedure is repeated for each , resulting in a backward trajectory that can be used to approximate . Using Bayes' rule on (9) gives that the backward kernel is approximated as
The smoothing weights are given by (12) where (12) is found by propagating zero, first, and second order moments , dependent on but independent of , backward in time as the nonlinear trajectory is drawn. Given , the predictive density in (12) is (13) In (13), is the determinant of and When the full backward trajectory has been found, the algorithm is typically repeated times to give a set of backward trajectories analogous to (10) . Note that (13) is computed for all particles, yielding the complexity . To find smoothed estimates of the linear states for each nonlinear trajectory, different constrained linear smoothers can be employed. This finally gives the approximated smoothing density as in (11) . See [39] for more details.
V. RAO-BLACKWELLIZED PARTICLE FILTERS WITH
OUT-OF-SEQUENCE MEASUREMENT PROCESSING
As described in Section III, the aim is to estimate the density (14) To utilize the linear structure in (1), factorize (14) as (15) Using Bayes' rule on the second factor of (15) gives (16) With the RBPF approximating , (16) transforms to
Moreover, it holds that (18) Thus, to update the posterior with to form (17a), the likelihoods are needed. To incorporate the OOSM in the first factor on the right-hand side in (15), recast it as (19) The RBPF (6) can be used to approximate the second factor in the numerator of (19) . The first term in the numerator equals the first term on the right-hand side of (18) . Hence, what remains is to evaluate the densities . In the following, we present two different approaches for computing and thus performing the PF and Kalman filter OOSM updates.
A. OOSM Processing With Supporting RBPF
For the first algorithm (SERBPF), the focus is on finding a computationally efficient method that approximately computes , by explicitly utilizing the linear substructure (1a). Start with computing as (20) The density in (20) is a smoothing density, which is rewritten as (21) where is removed since is given. Furthermore, in (21) is approximated by the RBPF (5) using a prediction to time . The first density on the right-hand side in (21) is a measurement update using both and as measurements. We therefore need to propagate the past, , to update with . As discussed in Section IV-B, the PF (or RBPF) also produces an approximate solution to the smoothing problem. Consequently, we apply a supporting (additional) RBPF to find (21) . With this approach, we efficiently find both the smoothing weights and the linear smoothing estimates in one forward sweep as follows: Initialize an additional RBPF from time index . Because (21) is a smoothing density, it can be represented by fewer particles than for the original RBPF. Fig. 2 illustrates the idea. Therefore, start with sampling estimates from the filtering density at time index . Note that performing this sampling already in the original forward RBPF at each time step reduces the storage requirements. Predict the estimates up to time index , and augment the linear state vector and initialize: (22) Then, for each , execute the supporting RBPF with resampling as usual, where the lower part of is the linear smoothing estimate, the lower right block in gives the smoothing covariance, and the upper right block in gives the cross-covariance between the states at time index and . At time , use as measurements. Thus, at the end of the recursion an approximation to the smoothing density (21) is given by the Gaussian mixture (23) where are the smoothing weights given measurements up to time and state estimate at time . Given (23), an approximation to (20) is (24) where the measurement likelihood is given by (25) and the mean and covariance are With (24) inserted into (18), the particle weights (17b) become (26) To find (19) (i.e., the density for the linear states), we utilize Proposition 1, which is given next.
Proposition 1: Given (24), for each , (19) is given by where (27) The algorithm is denoted by SERBPF and is summarized in Algorithm 1. The storage requirements of the algorithm are . Because the RBPF has computational complexity [40] , the algorithm has complexity .
Algorithm 1: SERBPF

Input:
1: Predict up to time , yielding .
2: Initialize smoothing weights as .
3: Augment the state vector and initialize using (22 (27) .
Output:
B. OOSM Processing With Backward Simulation
Algorithm 1 is computationally efficient, but the generated smoothing density may, especially for large delays, suffer from degeneracy. Accordingly, the estimate of the measurement likelihood used to associate the current estimate with the OOSM may be inaccurate. To avoid this and thus to improve estimation accuracy, we instead rewrite as (28) for updating the weights using (18) , where
For later use in the update of the linear states (19), we write (29) where In both (28) and (29), factorizes in the same manner as the sequential factorization (8): (30) The smoothing density (30) can be solved for similar to the RBPS described in Section IV-B. However, the smoother derived in [39] assumes that the covariance matrix in (2) is diagonal (i.e., and are mutually independent). We take this restriction into account by decorrelating the noise in the same manner as in [9] , which yields a modified system. The modified system can then be used in the derivations in [39] , which amounts to replacing with , with , and the covariance matrix for the process noise acting on the linear states, , with in the derivations. Also, we make adaptations for the smoother to be applicable to the OOSM scenario and take a computationally efficient rejection-sampling approach for finding the backward trajectories, instead of computing the smoothing weights for each particle in each time step. How to find (30) is described next.
1) Finding the Nonlinear Backward Trajectories: First, at time , instead of drawing with probability for , giving the starting point for backward trajectories, we must choose for each of the forward particles to associate the filtered estimates with the OOSM. Thus, in total backward trajectories are associated with each forward particle. Second, if (12) was to be computed for all particles in each time step for appending the trajectories, the complexity would be in each time step. However, by again using the assumption that smoothing densities are less complex than filtering densities, see Fig. 2 , we may sample particles instead in each time step to form smoothing weights. The validity of this assumption is analyzed and discussed in Sections VI and VII.
There exist computationally efficient particle smoothers that create backward trajectories without explicitly computing the smoothing weights, with sustained algorithm behavior [41] . As will be clear later, we only need the smoothing weights at time step . Thus, the approach in [41] can be adapted to our mixed linear/nonlinear model setting for : The aim is to sample from the distribution formed by , without actually computing the smoothing weights. Here, we use the forward weights as proposal distribution, which is already known. By noting that the transition density in (13) There is no upper bound on the number of executions of the while-loop in Algorithm 2. Hence, a threshold for the maximum number of iterations in the while-loop is set. If is still not empty after iterations, an index is sampled from the smoothing weights (12) by computing the transition densities for the indices that have not already been selected. Although Algorithm 2 occasionally does not succeed in finding an index, on average it provides a noticeable speedup compared with [15] . Note that for and large, Algorithm 2 has close to linear computational complexity in .
At (the last) time step , for each trajectory, draw forward particles with probability and compute the right-hand side of (13) for these particles. This implies that (30) at time approximates to (31)
By drawing a particle with probability for each , an approximation to (30) based on the mean of the full backward trajectories is (32) 2) Updating the Weights and Linear Estimates: To update the particle weights with the OOSM, insert (31) into (28): (33) Here, since only a time update differs between and . Plugging (33) into (18) and using (17b) gives the weights after processing the -step lag OOSM as (34) where is computed similarly to (25) . To update the linear density (i.e., (19) ), the measurement update step (29) needs the smoothing density , for which we can resort to different linear smoothers (conditioned on the generated backward trajectories (32) and the measurements). Here we choose an RTS-smoother [42] , which for the mixed linear/nonlinear model class is given by Proposition 2:
Proposition 2: Given the model (1), the filtering density , and the trajectory , the marginal smoothing density for is given by where
By using Proposition 2 to iterate back from to and then performing a time update to , (36) With (32) and (36) inserted in (29) , (37) where, again, the measurement likelihood is computed similarly to (25) . Finally, we update the linear estimates and the associated covariances, and thereby find (19) for each , using the measurement update (37) as (38) The update (38) is given in [23] for the purely linear-Gaussian setting, and the extension is straightforward. The algorithm is denoted by RBOOSMBS and is summarized in Algorithm 3. The storage requirements of the algorithm are for . Without using rejection sampling, Algorithm 3 has computational complexity . This complexity is most often reduced when utilizing Algorithm 2, and should be compared with for SERBPF and for A-PF in [13] . Fig. 3 . The density to the left illustrates an example where it may suffice with only using a subset of the available particles for approximating the density well. To the right is an example where a larger amount of particles is needed.
Remark 1: By using particles in Algorithm 3, it is possible to trade tracking performance against computation requirements; for example, for sharp densities it may suffice with using particles to get adequate performance, thus saving processing time. See Fig. 3 for an illustration. can also be used as a tradeoff with the number of smoothing iterations , because sometimes it may be advantageous to perform the smoothing iterations many times instead of utilizing all particles in each smoothing step.
Remark 2: If the measurements are stored it is theoretically possible to reorder and reprocess the measurements when an OOSM arrives. However, reprocessing includes redoing the data association, which in itself can be challenging [13] . Furthermore, SERBPF has lower computational complexity than reordering and reprocessing for .
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithms are evaluated on three examples by comparing their performance against four other particle filters. For a fair comparison of the algorithms' abilities to process the OOSMs, all filters use identical bootstrap RBPFs in the forward direction [9] . The simulations are conducted in MATLAB. The root-mean square error (RMSE) of the weighted mean at each time step and the time average of it are used as performance measures. The time-averaged RMSE is found by taking the mean of the RMSE. The compared methods are RBPFDISC: An RBPF that discards all OOSMs and thus only processes measurements with zero delay.
RBPF: An offline, idealized RBPF that collects all measurements from both sensors with zero delay. This filter serves as a performance benchmark.
A-PF:
The exact Bayesian inference solution in [13] . SEPFFPS: The SEPF in [30] , which uses an augmented-state extended Kalman smoother for processing the OOSMs.
SERBPF:
The first method proposed in this paper, described in Section V-A and summarized in Algorithm 1.
RBOOSMBS: The backward-simulation based method described in Section V-B and summarized in Algorithm 3.
A. Example 1
This example considers the fourth-order system (39) where is the signum function. The noise is mutually independent, white, and Gaussian distributed according to and , where is the identity matrix of dimension . Model (39) has previously been used in several papers, for example [43] . In this setup, the second sensor (i.e., the second element in ) has communication issues: 1 A measurement arrives with probability 0.5 and is delayed according to a discrete-valued uniform distribution in the interval samples, with the sampling period . This should be interpreted as that of the packets of the second sensor are lost on their way to the communication center, and those that arrive are delayed between one and four seconds. Since only of the measurements arrive on average, the performance of RBPF is impossible to reproduce with any of the other methods. The initial estimate and covariance matrix for all filters are where is the diagonal matrix. The following results are for 20000 Monte-Carlo simulations with time steps in each simulation. Fig. 4 shows the RMSE for all four states using particles in the forward filters. SERBPF uses particles in the supporting RBPF. The choice is only made to give an indication of the performance possible to achieve; in practice one should choose to save computation time. RBOOSMBS uses . Clearly, RBOOSMBS performs better than the other methods in terms of RMSE, followed by SERBPF. We expect the performance difference between RBOOSMBS and SERBPF to increase when the delay increases. At first glance, the performance differences might seem minor. To give an indication of how close the proposed algorithms are to the lower performance bounds and to show that the improvements are indeed significant, Fig. 5 presents a close-up of the RMSE for when also comparing with a particle filter that reorders and reprocesses the measurements when an OOSM arrives (i.e., an optimal approach given the information). This filter is denoted by RERUN in the figure. As seen, RBOOSMBS is very close (approximately ) to the performance of RERUN when compared with the other filters. Moreover,RBOOSMBS outperforms SERBPF with approximately and A-PF with roughly . Fig. 5 also indicates that the relative performance of RBOOSMBS is far superior to both SERBPF and A-PF. We obtained similar results for the other linear states. For and , also SERBPF performed similarly to RERUN. The relatively low performance of A-PF is related to that 100 particles is not enough to reliably associate the estimates with the OOSMs when the model structure in (39) is unexploited. Table I displays time-averaged RMSEs for and particles. We have added the results when using in SERBPF, because in practical applications. Also added is the results for RBOOSMBS when using . Using instead of in SERBPF gives almost no decrease in estimation accuracy, but much lower computational complexity. Likewise, using in RBOOSMBS gives an insignificant change in RMSE but considerably reduced computation time.
The average computation time of 100 Monte-Carlo executions as function of for A-PF, SERBPF, and RBOOSMBS are shown in Fig. 6 when the delay is fixed to . The implementation was performed in MATLAB, and no measures to code optimization have been taken. The computation time for one set of particles is language and implementation dependent. Nevertheless, Fig. 6 indicates the respective complexity increase when increasing . For , setting in RBOOSMBS gives a reduction in computation time with compared with , whereas gives a decrease compared with .
B. Example 2
This evaluation uses a fifth-order mixed linear/nonlinear system, with the nonlinear part given by (40) where and . The case with has been used in several papers, among them [13] . Here, is the output from a linear system with dynamics given by (41) (42) where . Again, the noise is mutually independent, white, and Gaussian distributed. The system (40)- (42) has previously been used in, for example, [39] . Note that the nonlinear state is squared in the measurement equation, leading to a bimodal posterior. The initial estimate and covariance matrix for all filters are set to zero for all states. The results are based on two data sets, both generated by executing 20000 Monte-Carlo simulations twice, with 100 time steps in each simulation. The sampling period is set to . In both data sets . In the first data set every second measurement is delayed one time step (i.e., ), whereas in the second data set every third measurement is delayed two time steps (i.e., ). Note that in this example all measurements arrive. Hence, at the OOSM arrival times the performance of RBPF is attainable, for a sufficiently large number of particles. For , RBOOSMBS and SERBPF have similar tracking performance, both for and . Fig. 7 gives a visualization of the RMSE values for the filters. The zig-zag type shapes occur because the delay is fixed. There are two reasons for RBOOSMBS not consistently performing better than SERBPF. The first is that the smoothing approach in SERBPF handles this delay well. The second, and perhaps most important, reason is that this is a demanding estimation problem where RBOOSMBS benefits from using more than one backward trajectory per forward particle. This is also indicated by both approaches being more sensitive to the values of and . Note that for the fifth-order model given by (40)- (42), particles is not enough to consistently approximate the (bimodal) filtering posterior with high accuracy. Thus, the increased sensitivity in and can partly be explained by this, both for and . Still, the estimation accuracy of SERBPF for is close to the performance for , and indicates that SERBPF is robust to increased OOSM delay.
C. Example 3
The third example deals with estimating the states of an aircraft using a planar constant-acceleration process model [40] . The states of interest are the position , velocity , and acceleration , with the state vector
The measurements are the range and bearing from the radar system to the aircraft. The nonlinearities only enter in the measurement equations. With , the model is
The process noise is white and Gaussian distributed as , , where the system matrix in (43) . The communication with the bearing measurements (i.e., the second element of ) is corrupted. On average only 50% of the packets arrive, and those packages that eventually arrive are delayed between samples according to a discrete uniform distribution. Fig. 8 shows the RMSE for the position and velocity for 5000 Monte-Carlo simulations using 200 particles, with initial estimate and covariance matrix for all filters set to Again, the proposed filters perform very well. Compared with the other examples, the filter that associates the OOSMs with the current states using an extended Kalman smoother, SEPFFPS, is now closer in performance to the other filters. This is unsurprising, given that the state dynamics is linear; hence, the Kalman smoother will only be approximate in the measurementupdate steps. For this example, especially for the position estimates, SERBPF with performs better than the rest of the OOSM filters. We have tried various different noise settings in combination with different initial estimates and number of particles, and although the backward-simulation based approach (RBOOSMBS) most often performs best, SERBPF often yields very similar performance. A reason that RBOOSMBS does not consistently outperform SERBPF is the linear process model; it is possible to use very few particles for the smoother in SERBPF and still obtain accurate estimation accuracy when compared with only using one backward trajectory in RBOOSMBS.
The computation time for one time step when the OOSM delay is s is shown in Table IV . To reduce the effects of memory management and operating-system intervention, Table IV displays the minimum execution time, thus differing to the approach used for the results in Fig. 6 where the dependence on was of interest. SEPFFPS is fastest, but the computation time for SERBPF is competitive, especially considering that the code is not optimized. In a real-time implementation, the improved tracking performance of SERBPF has to be weighed against the lower execution time of SEPFFPS. Fig. 9 presents the performance difference when comparing RBOOSMBS that is derived in this paper with the version that appeared in our preliminary conference-paper version [15] . Accounting for the cross-correlation between the linear and nonlinear states gives increased tracking performance, and the difference increases with time.
VII. DISCUSSION
For the considered examples and delays, it was often sufficient to only use one backward trajectory per particle in RBOOSMBS and still get excellent estimation accuracy. This is most probably caused by the trajectories in the smoothing iterations being fixed to the forward particle at the end point, Fig. 9 . A comparison between the RMSE of our proposed RBOOSMBS and the version that appeared in our previous paper [15] . thus reducing the number of possible distinct backward trajectories. The performance of RBOOSMBS also turned out to be rather insensitive to the choice of when compared with having . However, for some cases it is essential that , for example, when the number of forward particles is small and/or the posterior has a multimodal behavior, as is the case for the example in Section VI-B.
From our experience the number of iterations in the whileloop in Algorithm 2 depends heavily on the proposal distribution. If the proposal distribution mimics the target distribution well, an index will often be found after a few iterations only. Hence, in those cases it can be worthwhile to allow for a large . However, if the proposal distribution differs a lot from the target distribution, is preferably set to a small value since the maximum number of iterations will probably be reached anyway. In our simulations we, quite arbitrarily, set the limit to , but the choice is problem dependent. Although was reached in some cases, the rejection sampling on average provided a noticeable speedup compared with explicitly calculating all smoothing weights.
A suitable number of particles in the supporting RBPF in SERBPF considering the tradeoff between performance and computation time, turned out to be depending on noise levels and the number of forward particles used. When is large the value of can typically be chosen relatively smaller. The reason is that the filter weights are more accurate; hence, when sampling from the filter weights at time index , more consistent samples are drawn. Although the choice of was more insensitive than the choice of in RBOOSMBS, sometimes the tracking performance deteriorated for small -for example, for the problem in Section VI-B. Hence, the choice is therefore also dependent on the degree of multimodality in the posterior. In many practical applications, however, we believe that the number of particles used in the smoothing iterations in both SERBPF and RBOOSMBS can be drastically reduced without sacrificing estimation accuracy. This is emphasized by the results in Section VI-A and Section VI-C, where the model structure is similar to those that are used in many tracking applications. Consequently, both algorithms are feasible alternatives in online implementations, and we expect that SERBPF can estimate full-scale problems online.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We derived and presented two new algorithms for OOSM processing considering the class of mixed linear/nonlinear statespace models. Both use Rao-Blackwellization to exploit the conditionally linear Gaussian substructure in the model. One of them yields fast execution and the other focuses on estimation accuracy. Simulation examples showed that both approaches yield improvements in terms of RMSE when compared with recent particle-filter algorithms for OOSM processing. In several examples the respective performance of the proposed algorithms was similar to an optimal filter. SERBPF is the most viable option when computation time is a concern. If high-performance estimation is wanted, RBOOSMBS is the preferred choice. Both out-of-sequence measurements and the considered model class are common in target tracking, positioning, and navigation scenarios. The developed algorithms therefore enable performance improvements in relevant filtering applications.
APPENDIX
Proof of Proposition 1:
Follows by applying results in [9] of how to compute expected means and covariances in RBPFs and in [23] of how to update linear states with OOSMs.
Proof of Proposition 2: It holds that
Now, by using Bayes' rule and the Markov property of the linear states, we end up with
The density is given by the previous smoothing step. The rest is analogous to the constrained Kalman-filter derivations for the RBPF in [9] . 
